
The New

DRIVERCOMPANION

Improves Efficiency 
Automated driver interactions 
make your operations more 
streamlined.

Builds Loyal Driver 
Relations
Reduce churn by optimising 
driver performance and 
satisfaction.

Drivers Work Smarter 
and More Profitably
Identify the busiest areas to 
work now and upcoming.

Real-Time Earnings Stats
Drivers get accurate information 
on their full financial picture and 
driving efficiency.  

Integrated With Ghost
Manually or automatically dispatch
jobs to drivers via the Ghost 
booking and dispatch system.

Integrates with Phantom
Drivers can ‘call customer’ or
‘call office’ at any time during a job
via the Phantom phone system.

 

        

PRODUCT SHEET

The new Driver Companion takes the next leap forward in the way
drivers can accept and complete a booking. It has been 
developed for private hire firms looking to simplify processes, 
optimise efficiency, raise earnings, improve service levels 
and promote driver retention, making it the perfect
companion for your driver fleet.

To find out more contact 0161 491 7777

www.autocab.com

Takes credit cards
Securely and quickly take

all forms of electronic 
payments right in the

vehicle.
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Clear, intuitive dispatch technology
at your fingertips
As the world’s leading provider of taxi dispatch and management systems, Autocab is 
spearheading a technological revolution which now brings to market the brand new 
Driver Companion, offering a number of benefits to operators, drivers and customers. 
This feature-rich app can be installed on any Android Smartphone and is designed to 
work together with the state-of-the-art Ghost Cloud booking system to ensure your 
operations run smoothly and efficiently around the clock.

List of zones showing available jobs open for bid

Reduce downtime and wasted fuel - see which jobs are 
open for bid now and in the future, and how many drivers 
are waiting for work in each zone

Jobs can be sorted by zone name or distance

Jobs can also be assigned to the best placed driver

Navigation from pick up to destination 

Pre-defined prices or in-app GPS meter

Automatic text message to the passenger when their car arrives

Real-time earnings reports at a glance 

Fully automated driver ratings and league tables 

Instant access to the busiest periods and missed earnings

Smooth job workflow 

All the information your drivers need

 

        

To find out more contact 0161 491 7777

www.autocab.com
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